Aishah: Journalist
Rosalyn: Narrator
Sady: Teacher (Ms. Chandler)
Shayan: Rioter
Clarence: Level 3

Scene one:
Rosalyn: It was the end of third period during town hall. Ms. Chandler was talking about the
uniform policy…
Sady: Due to students not wearing uniforms. We will be making a changes to the policy.
Shayan: *Gets up from the crowd* NO UNIFORM! NO UNIFORM! (Continues)
*CROWD CHANTS AND THROWING PAPER BALL EVERYWHERE* NO UNIFORMS, NO
UNIFORMS!
*Aishah walks in with her broadcast crew*
Aishah: Reporting for WJPS news live, Students are protesting for no uniform as Ms.Chandler
is supporting the student’s protest against uniform policy.
Rosalyn: Aishah tried to make the protest sound more interesting so she lied about the story.
Aishah: The protest got out of control that level 3 walked in to settle down the situation.
Sady: SETTLE DOWN!
*LEVEL 3 BLOWS THE WHISTLE*
Clarence: SIT IN YOUR SEATS!
Rosalyn: As the students quite down, Ms. Chandler starts shouting at the students that it
wasn’t necessary.
Sady: You all should know better to control yourself instead of making a scene. You all will be
facing consequences.
*BELL RINGS PERIOD ENDS*
Sady: Shayan Karim please stay back to see me please.

*Aishah sneaks up behind Sady (Ms. Chandler and Shayan’s conversation)*
Sady: Why’d you start screaming, that was not necessary.
Shayan: I hate this uniform, It’s so hideous. No one likes it. Not even teachers!
Sady: That’s no reason to start a riot. People could’ve gotten hurt.
Shayan: I didn’t know people were gonna start a riot!
*Aishah writes down the conversation*
Sady: It doesn’t matter if people are going to riot or not, you shouldn’t have stood up and
started rioting either way. You have detention on Friday after school for 45 minutes for starting
such big chaos.
Shayan: *jaw drops*
Sady: Go to lunch
Scene two:
Aishah: I’m Aishah Jaberi reporting from WJPS news, Level 3 has stopped the riot and
Ms.Chandler has supported the student’s rioting.
Rosalyn: Aishah, the reporter, has lost trust of many people from the lies she told about the
rioting. She lost her job and her reputation as a trustworthy journalist.

